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Expanding diagnostic tools for dysthyroid optic neuropathy: how
quantitative MRI can be used to visualize and measure
orbital inflammation
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Thyroid eye disease (TED) is a chronic inflammatory dis-
order involving intra-orbital structures such as orbital adi-
pose tissue and extraocular muscles [1]. Its diagnosis is
based on both clinical and biological grounds [1, 2].
Imaging might be used to confirm the diagnosis, typically
showing enlarged extraocular muscles and adipose tissue
infiltration of both orbits. MRI is the modality of choice to
confirm the presence of subtle inflammation, which might
be difficult to assess clinically, but requires urgent treat-
ment. Corticotherapy remains the first-line treatment in pa-
tients with clinically active inflammatory TED, but other
treatments, such as radiotherapy, might be useful to reduce
inflammation. However, these treatments expose patients to
various and potentially severe side effects [1].

In the case of active inflammation, MRI typically shows
high signal intensity of the extraocular muscles and the adi-
pose tissue as well as the lacrimal gland herniation [1, 3–7].
MRI has been reported to be more sensitive than clinical as-
sessments in detecting orbital inflammation, identifying clin-
ically silent inflammation of deep orbital structures, and in
predicting the treatment response [6, 8, 9]. However, as there
is no current gold standard for diagnosing inflammation in
TED, it is impossible to ascertain that MRI is more accurate
and reliable than the clinical and biological assessments.

This issue is the same for TED-related optic neuropa-
thy (ON), which is the most feared complication of TED
and might lead to blindness [1]. Both clinical and imaging
assessments have a low sensitivity and a low specificity.
Progress has been made recently to improve the quality of
MRI, by developing new sequences such as DIXON-
T2WI or IDEAL-T2WI, using the resonant frequency

difference of water and fat protons to separate water and
fat signals and applying post-processing phase correction
to eliminate the effects of field inhomogeneity. These se-
quences show significantly fewer artifacts than conven-
tional fat-suppressed T2WI. For example, susceptibility
artifacts are frequent in the orbital region, which is
surrounded by paranasal sinuses, and is therefore prone
to incomplete fat-suppression at air-tissue interfaces.
These sequences were reported to improve both sensitiv-
ity and specificity when evaluating inflammation in TED
as compared to a conventional protocol [6].

Another promising approach is to perform a quantitative
analysis of the MRI. It provides quantitative data, such as fat
fractions, muscle volumes, and water T2 value for assessing
extraocular muscle inflammation, or diameter and cross-
sectional area of the optic nerve and its sheath, water fraction
of the optic nerve, and volume of the fluid in the optic nerve
sheath for assessing optic neuropathy [10]. All these quantita-
tive data might be used as biomarkers to diagnose and follow
up extraocular muscle inflammation or optic neuropathy in
TED. These biomarkers were reported to be reliable and spe-
cific. They were also correlated with clinical measures and
other imaging measures.

Therefore, the use of quantitative data might help both
radiologists and clinicians when diagnosing inflammation
and/or optic neuropathy in TED. In the near future, such bio-
markers might be integrated into machine learning algorithms
to further improve diagnostic accuracy using MRI.
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